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Introduction
The reporting tools that come with the relational database management system your organization
uses can be valuable — just not as a business intelligence solution for all users. These tools are
designed for database administrators and other technical personnel. They work well for early
stage reporting against your database, but won’t be a good fit for your application’s ongoing BI and
reporting needs.

Microso� SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) is a case in point. Many organizations inherited this
enterprise BI tool with their purchase of SQL Server. While SSRS may work as a starting point to
building out a reporting system, technical limitations make it di�icult to scale and extend to meet
the ad hoc reporting needs of end users.

Microso� has made improvements and added features to SSRS 2016, and promises more
enhancements for its 2017 version. However, many new features require an upgrade to SQL Server
2016 Enterprise, adding to licensing costs as well as requiring technical resources for migration to
the new release. And a�er all of this, SSRS will still not match the functionality of modern
BI platforms from vendors like Izenda.

Some existing SSRS customers consider migrating to or working with Power BI to address self-
service reporting needs. Microso� continues to add to and improve upon Power BI. However, it is
a cloud-based data exploration tool, while SSRS is designed for operational reporting. Power BI’s
licensing model can present issues for organizations looking to scale users and improve engagement,
as increased usage may result in additional costs and predicting costs can be di�icult.

If you are migrating to Azure, and if your analytics users are confined to data scientists or power
users within your organization, Power BI may meet your needs. However, if you need to provide
self-service analytics tailored to the diverse users of your application, a better alternative is a
modern embedded BI platform.

Why Not Move to Power BI?
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Comparing SSRS to Izenda’s Modern Embedded BI Platform

1. Delivering Self-Service to All Users
Here are six important reasons to move o� of SSRS and onto an embedded BI platform.

          Operational report creation in SSRS will continue to be the
responsibility of developers and as such subject to bottlenecks from competing
priorities; users will have limited ad hoc capabilities to make business decisions.

The takeaway: 

                 Our platform is designed to make it simple for business users to create and
customize reports and dashboards from within their application and without developer involvement. Report
designers feature an intuitive interface that makes it easy for users throughout the organization to access
and create the analytics they need to do their jobs better.

The entire analytics experience can be customized for each user role, to complement application workflows
and ultimately improve adoption. A code-free Administrative UI allows users to manage and scale the entire
platform, so that its maintenance can be o�loaded from IT to business analysts.

Izenda’s approach: 

SQL Server 2016 requires you to build di�erent types of reports using di�erent tools. For traditional
reports, there is SQL Server Data Tools, a Visual Studio-based product that is installed separately
from SSRS. Traditional reports can also be created using a standalone report creation
tool, Report Builder.

Neither of these tools delivers intuitive self-service to business users. Their user interfaces contain
multiple panels, panes and toolboxes that will be familiar to Visual Studio developers, but
overwhelming to non-technical end users. For example, users need to connect to databases by
building connection strings, and will need an understanding of data architecture and naming
conventions in order to build a query. Even with the (minimal) wizard functionality each provides,
these tools are complex and unintuitive.

As a result, developers should assume they will continue to build custom operational reports for their
user base, and end users should not expect to iteratively explore data and analyze information on the
fly using these tools.
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2. Mobile-Ready Reporting and Analytics
One shortcoming of SSRS is that the reports created using SQL Server Data Tools and Report Builder
are not mobile-ready. Microso� addressed this shortcoming in 2015 by purchasing the Datazen
platform and selling it as SQL Server Mobile Report Publisher. But this presentation-oriented tool is
not particularly customizable and requires a SQL Server 2016 Enterprise license.

For customers who already have built reporting using Datazen, there is a migration process to move
them to Mobile Report Publisher. For other organizations, report creation requires extra work. To
create responsive reports, you have to install the report designer on your local machine, rebuild
existing reports, and save them to the reports server. The report creation flow, which starts with
designing the layout, suggests that most end users will only be able to handle design, and will likely
rely on IT to connect to the SSRS data set that contains the appropriate query result set.

In addition, the design process is cumbersome. It requires creating three versions of each report: a
master view, a tablet and a phone view. The resulting mobile reports can be viewed on any device;
however, they are read-only.

 Reports will need to be rebuilt in a new tool in order to be 
displayed responsively. They are read-only, and require an Enterprise license.
The takeaway:

Izenda’s approach:           The Izenda platform is fully responsive and compatible with all major mobile
devices. Report and dashboard design functionality can be embedded anywhere in an application. Reports,
dashboards and data visualizations can be created and customized on any device that can access a web
browser.
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           Izenda is purpose-built for embedding in, administering and scaling
multi-tenant applications. A business process analyst can control the platform through the code-free
administrative UI, freeing IT sta� and reducing maintenance costs.

Tenants can be granted self-administration capabilities, enabling them to further customize analytics to
meet their needs, improving satisfaction and freeing the so�ware company from performing this function.

The platform provides metadata (for example on report usage and rendering times) that can be used to
implement best practices across tenants. Copy management makes propagating updates and best practices
to all tenants fast and easy.

Izenda’s approach:

3. Support for Multi-Tenant Applications
As a legacy, enterprise tool, SSRS was not designed to support multi-tenant applications right “out of
the box.” Using SSRS as a reporting solution prevents you from leveraging the e�iciencies and cost
savings of multi-tenancy. Enhancements and changes to each tenant’s reporting (for example, report
and dashboard templates, new roles or permissions changes) must be updated individually by tenant.
SSRS will require ongoing management of an application’s reporting by IT, including changes to each
tenant instance when updates are needed.

 SSRS is an enterprise product and is not designed to e�iciently
support SaaS and multi-tenant deployments. SSRS will require ongoing management
of an application’s reporting by IT.

The takeaway:
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           Our modern embedded BI platform features a three tier architecture
designed for maximum flexibility. An open front-end code base and robust API make it easy to embed,
customize and extend your application’s analytics.

Izenda’s approach:

4. Platform Compatibility outside the MS Ecosystem
Reporting Services of course has deep Microso� roots. That is gradually changing – SSRS can now
report o� of MySQL and other data sources, and SQL Server 2017 can run on Linux. However, SSRS
remains a Windows-only tool. This may raise some issues as you scale your application and diversify
your infrastructure and data sources. While reports can be viewed on any browser through a Web
portal, Report Builder and Report Designer are both desktop-based tools that will need to be locally
installed on user machines and cannot be embedded in a web application.

It is also important to note that the Enterprise Edition of SSRS is required if you want to scale out to
multiple report server instances.

 Even as Microso� moves to leverage other systems, SSRS remains
tied to Microso� and may reduce your options for reporting across other platforms.
The takeaway:
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           Our BI portal is a complete platform to view and create reports and
dashboards. An open-source front end lets you completely customize your portal, to change fonts,
customize messages, add buttons, or hide elements based on user role. Because all work completed in
Izenda’s portal can be reused in an embedded deployment, it can be deployed in a phased rollout; in week
one as a branded portal (to rapidly monetize data), then fully integrated over time.

Izenda’s approach:

5. Delivering Reporting via BI Portal
Report Manager has been rewritten as a web portal that lets you view and organize several di�erent
types of reports – standard SSRS reports, mobile reports created via the Mobile Report Publisher, and
Power BI reports. Although there is some minimal functionality to display KPIs from the first row of a
report, this is otherwise a display-only portal. It allows only minimal branding (a small logo and color
palette, and in SSRS 2017, the ability to hide the Download button). Even with branding applied, the
portal is clearly a Microso� product.

Although it is a web-based portal, any legacy SSRS reports you may pin to the portal will not be
responsive.

 a new BI portal has been created as a way of organizing reports
that are created by di�erent SSRS tools. However, reports are read-only and the
portal itself cannot be fully rebranded.

The takeaway:
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            The Izenda platform is purpose-built to seamlessly integrate with web
applications. Reports, dashboards, viewers and designers can be embedded onto any page of a web
application. Users won’t know they are interacting with a third-party BI platform.

Izenda’s approach:

6. Customization and Embedding
While Microso� updated the appearance of the SSRS interface with the 2016 release, it is not
customizable and o�ers minimal options for branding analytics to match your application. For
example, the Mobile Publisher and Web Portal only let you update your logo and color scheme.

A typical way to embed SSRS reports in an application is by using iframes. Since this introduces
design limitations and other issues related to security, load speed time, responsiveness, as well as
additional Javascript and CSS, Reporting Services now allows traditional (but not Mobile) reports
to be embedded on a web page. However, this is limited to report views - report design cannot be
embedded.

The subscription service for data-driven reports (in which delivery options and report parameters
are programmatically modified at run time) is available only to Enterprise licenses.

 Customization is minimal, embedding is limited to report views
and is not responsive. Report subscription functionality requires an Enterprise license.
The takeaway:
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            Izenda has over ten years of leadership in embedded analytics, with
over 2,000 embedded integrations. Our so�ware is designed to deliver embeddability, scalability and
multitenancy in one fully integrated solution.

Izenda’s approach:

Your Product Roadmap and SSRS
With the release of SSRS 2017, Microso� continues to update their Reporting Services o�ering. But
does the direction Microso� is taking their products align with your product’s roadmap? Given the
current trajectory of their changes, we can expect Microso� to combine reporting tools into one
complete Power BI-based product. There is already speculation that Datazen’s Mobile Reporting may
not last.

If you are contemplating a migration or update to SSRS 2016, it is worth considering other reporting
options, especially if these shortcomings will impact your application:

 Microso� continues to push Power BI as a solution for data
scientists and analysts. This may come at the expense of further enhancement to
SSRS for operational reporting.

The takeaway:

•     Continued lack of self-service for front line users

•     Ongoing IT involvement for report creation and maintenance

•     No deep commitment to embedding; lack of understanding of what embedding is

•     Continued pressure to move customers to Azure

•     No single analytics tool; di�erent licensing requirements for di�erent tools
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                                 Designed to help independent so�ware vendors and
others define and prioritize their requirements for embedded BI, this guide includes questions to ask
vendors.

Embedded BI & Analytics Buyer’s Guide

                                      This step-by-step guide covers embedded BI so�ware
evaluation basics, including preparing for a so�ware trial, soliciting feedback from other customers,
and contract negotiations.

Product Manager’s Guide to Embedded BI

                                                                                                                      Is it better for
your team to code business intelligence functionality, or buy a third party solution? This ebook
answers the eight most common questions on the build vs buy debate.

Build vs. Buy: 8 Key Considerations When Adding BI & Analytics to Your So�ware

About Izenda
Izenda is a self-service business intelligence and analytics platform purpose-built for embedding
into so�ware applications and portals. Izenda integrates seamlessly in applications to deliver BI and
analytics directly to the people who need it most – application end users who want to easily analyze,
visualize and share valuable data insights in real time.

More than 10,000 organizations use Izenda on a daily basis. www.izenda.com
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http://ma.izenda.com/embedded-bi-guide-001
http://ma.izenda.com/product-manager-guide-001
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